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Semester’s plan
Session 1 : introduction

& maths recaps

Session 3: concentrated markets
& informational problems 

MARKET
FAILURES

Session 4: externalities

Session 5: public goods

Session 6: group projects presentations
(December 2 / 9)

Session 2 : research in economics 
& a look at taxation

handing of written report (November 23)

Send an email with your group’s composition

Send an email with your group’s topic



Content of the 3rd session

1. Market power
1. Small complements to the lecture
2. Exercise 1: monopoly

2. Game theory & moral hazard
1. Small complements to the lecture on game theory
2. Exercise 2: moral hazard and game theory

3. Research article discussion: insurance
1. Paper 1: Cohen & Dehejia (2004) about car insurance and risk
2. Paper 2: Sommers et al. (2013) about Obamacare and access to care (if we have time)



1. Market power
1. Short recap on monopoly

2. Quantitative exercise 1: monopoly



Perfect/Imperfect competition

v In perfect competition, firms are price takers

v In an imperfectly competitive market, firms influence prices
v The lower demand is sensitive to prices, the greater the market power

v Objective of the firm: maximize its profits



Perfect competition
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Imperfect competition

Output
(Q)

Marginal 
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Marginal Revenue
(decreasing with quantities as a price-maker)

v The shape of the marginal revenue curve
under imperfect competition depends on:

v the cost structure of the firm;
v the aggregate demand from consumers and

in particular its price-elasticity;
v the market structure

(number of firms, products differentiation,
the economies of scale, the vertical
integration of the sector, etc.)

v The control on price level is partial because
even a firm in monopoly might not have the
power to impose too high prices.
Prices and quantity still depend on the
demand, actually on the inverse demand
function with price as a function of quantities
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Monopoly

v Same maximization principle
v Maximize profit (revenue - costs)
v Marginal analysis : !"#$%&"' ()&)*%+ = !"#$%&"' ,-.+

v A price/quantity trade-off
v The price is adjustable
v Higher prices mean more margins on each unit but less quantity, and vice versa



Monopoly
v Revenue of the firm

v Under perfect competition: ! " = $ × "
v Under a monopoly: ! " = $(") × "Price depends on quantityThe optimization of the monopoly is therefore about choosing quantity
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Monopoly
v Revenue of the firm

v Under perfect competition: ! " = $ × "
v Under a monopoly: ! " = $(") × "Price depends on quantityThe optimization of the monopoly is therefore about choosing quantity
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Marginal revenue of the monopoly

v The marginal revenue is the derivative of the revenue
v ! " = $ " × "
v &! " = $ " + $′(")× " !" ′ = !"′ + !′"

v !′ " < 0 (as price must be ↘ to ↗ quantities; dependent on demand)If the monopoly produces one additional unit, it can sell it at the price p(q) butmust lower the price of each previously produced unit by /′ 0
v Therefore, the marginal revenue curve lies below the price curveThe firm will produce a markup : "#$%&'&'() × (!+',( − .$+/'%$0 ,1)&)



Markup of the monopoly
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Markup of the monopoly

v The less price-elastic the demand, the higher will be the markup
When quantities ↗, price ↘ slowly

v The monopolist still makes profit on the last unit sold, 
because marginal cost remains below price

v Part of the consumption is excluded from the market, with 
consumers ready to pay more than marginal cost but less than price



1. Market power
1. Short recap on monopoly

2. Quantitative exercise 1: monopoly



2. Game theory 
& moral hazard

1. Short recap and complements on game theory

2. Quantitative exercise 2: moral hazard & game theory



Game theory
In perfect competition, as well as in a monopoly, there is no room for
interaction between producers.

In situations in between, such as an oligopoly, strategic interactions
between firms might be represented by strategic games.



Principle of game theory
v Simplify situation to understand interactions. With a finite set of

players (Coca-Cola company, Pepsi, etc.), there are:

1. Strategy sets for all players
2. Payoffs functions
3. Timing (simultaneous/sequential; unique or repeated; finite/infinite iterations)

v Two assumptions (can be relaxed at the cost of added complexity):

1. Players are rational: they maximize their own expected payoffs
(The objective is not to have more than the other player but indeed to maximize its own payoff)

2. Players know the characteristics of the strategic situation they are involved in
(parameters of the game). Players are somehow omniscient.



Strategies
v Dominant vs dominated strategies

v A dominant strategy gives the highest payoff regardless of the other player’s choices
v A dominated strategy yields lower payoffs than at least one other strategy
v There isn’t always dominant, nor dominated strategies

v The best response strategy is the strategy (or mixed-strategies) which
produces the most favorable outcome for a player, taking other players'
strategies as given
v If there is one, the best response is always the dominant strategy

v Equilibrium
v If both players have dominant strategies, they will play those.
v If only one player has a dominant strategy, the other player understands his

incentives and concentrates on the part of the game that really matters.
v When there are no dominant strategies, there may anyway be an equilibrium based on

best responses



Nash equilibrium

v In a NE, each player’s played strategy is his best response to the
other players’ strategy

v Player have no incentive to shift strategies.



Essentials of Games: Summary

v When you have a dominant strategy, you should always use it.

v When you know your opponent has a dominant strategy you can
concentrate only on one part of the game.

v If you cannot solve the game that way, you need to rely on a Nash
equilibrium through best responses



2. Game theory 
& moral hazard

1. Short recap and complements on game theory

2. Quantitative exercise 2: moral hazard & game theory



3. Research articles:
insurance

Paper 1: Cohen & Dehejia (2004) about car insurance and risk

Paper 2: Sommers et al. (2013) about Obamacare and access to care 
(if we have time)



Start with 2 definitions group A/B not yet the lecture

Adverse selection: 
presence of bad elements drive the good ones out of market
Arises when asymmetry of info. (cannot distinguish good from bad or ugly…)

Akerlof, Market for lemons

Too big to fail & banks’ incentives

Moral hazard:
Behavior of one party is not internalizing the costs
other parties will bear from the consequences of his
own actions. Many times, incentives change after
contractualizing (insurance, banks too big to fail, etc.).



Questions?

v If a driving insurance was not compulsory, would you contract
such an insurance? Why would you or why would you not?

v If a car insurance becomes compulsory, in what aspects could your
behaviour vary:
v if you are not insured?
v if you are insured?
v if liability does not vary with the responsibility in an accident?

v as a potential person responsible, as a potential victim?



Cohen & Dehejia (2004)

"The Effect of Automobile Insurance and Accident Liability Laws
on Traffic Fatalities" 

The Journal of law and Economics

Insurance and moral hazard



Car accidents and fatalities in the US

v A human cost: over 40k deaths / year

v A financial cost: ~100 billions $ in insurance premia / year
& over 250 billions $ in uninsured accidents costs / year

=> What should the State do?



Insurance as a response

May be suboptimal for two reasons:

v Ex-ante: individuals will not necessarily contract an insurance,
although costs would be dramatic if an accident occurs

v Ex-post: moral-hazard for individuals knowing they would not bear
the full cost of an accident



Two aspects studied in the paper
Compulsory insurance:

Anyone owning a car must contract an insurance covering the compensation
of potential injured from accidents. This forces drivers to internalize part of
the externality that results from the risk of driving.
US context: first introduced in 1927 in Massachusetts

No fault system:
Historically, drivers were liable for losses to others that resulted from their
negligent behavior. But due to court costs, delays and difficulties in always
establishing negligence, there was a move towards offering protection
against injuries in automobile insurance regardless of fault.
US context: first introduced in 1971 in Massachusetts



Cohen & Dehejia (2004) – paper

v Effect of compulsory insurance and no-fault on behaviors and 
therefore fatalities 

v Panel data in 50 US States and the Columbia district 1970-1998; 
quasi-natural XP with evolution of
v Compulsory insurance

by 1975: 22 States with compulsory ins.; by 1997: 45 States
v No-fault laws

by 1975: 16 States; by 1997: fell to 14 (with some entering, some exiting)



Predictions: theoretically ambiguous = need to be empirically tested

H1: If a compulsory insurance is enforced:
1. The uninsured part or the population ↘
2. Those who switch from uninsured to insured take more risks and ↗ fatalities
3. Those remaining uninsured take less risks and ↘ fatalities (because illegal driving)

H2: No-fault system:
1. Insured individuals: ↘ liability, implying ↗ fatalities
2. Uninsured indiv. 

a. in fault: ↘ liability (because no extra trial as fault does not matter) => ↗ fatalities
b. victim: ↘ compensation => ↗ caution => ↘ fatalities

H3: The more uninsured remaining, the less fatalities



Instrumental variable approach

v Use therefore the compulsory aspect of insurance as an instrument for the 
number of uninsured individuals. 
(compulsory laws affect the nb. of insured individuals but not fatalities directly)

v Required because risk of simultaneity
v traffic fatalities depend on the number of insured drivers (moral hazard);
v drivers choose insurance status based on the rate of traffic fatalities. 

v What is needed is that the States choosing to implement such laws are not 
specific or to account for this specificity:
v States are indeed specific (more violent, differently insured previously, etc.)
v Therefore controls for age, ethnicity, income, etc.
v And State and time fixed effect to tackle the possibility that States implementing 

such laws are those with a higher level of fatalities



Results

H1: If a compulsory insurance is enforced:
1. The uninsured part or the population ↘
2. Those who switch to insured ↗ risks and ↗ fatalities
3. Those remaining uninsured ↘ risks and ↘ fatalities

H2: No-fault system
1. Insured individuals: ↘ liability, implying ↗ fatalities
2. Uninsured indiv. 

a. in fault: ↘ liability, implying ↗ fatalities
b. victims: ↗ liability, implying ↘ fatalities

H3: The more uninsured remaining, the less fatalities

Confirmed
No conclusive results
No conclusive results

Overall increase of 10%
of fatalities with the
no-fault system

Confirmed



Public policy

v Does it make sense to force individuals get insured if this increases the 
number of fatalities on the road?

v Analyze the policy in the sole light of fatalities? (although major)
v e.g. reduced costs and delays in court thanks to the no-fault
v life indebted individuals may be in an awful state… = requires an overall welfare analysis

v Tools to limit moral hazard with bonuses (reduced premium) and excess
(franchise)

v New tech… permanent monitoring of “safe driving” and adjusted premium…

v Autonomous cars? ó no-fault?









Close question - abstract
The Effects of Mandatory Seat Belt Laws
on Driving Behavior and Traffic Fatalities

Cohen & Einav (2001)

This paper investigates the effects of mandatory seat belt laws on driver
behavior and traffic fatalities. […]

Controlling for the endogeneity of seat belt usage, we find that it decreases
overall traffic fatalities. […]

Testing the compensating behavior theory, which suggests that seat belt use
also has an adverse effect on fatalities by encouraging careless driving, we find
that this theory is not supported by the data. […]



Close question - abstract
How Dangerous Are Drinking Drivers?

Letvit & Porter (2001)

[…] The key to our identification strategy is a hidden richness inherent in
twocar crashes. Drivers with alcohol in their blood are seven times more likely
to cause a fatal crash; legally drunk drivers pose a risk 13 times greater than
sober drivers.
The externality per mile driven by a drunk driver is at least 30 cents. At
current enforcement rates the punishment per arrest for drunk driving that
internalizes this externality would be equivalent to a fine of $8,000.



3. Research articles:
insurance

Paper 1: Cohen & Dehejia (2004) about car insurance and risk

Paper 2: Sommers et al. (2013) about Obamacare and access to care 
(if we have time)



Sommers, Buchmueller, Decker, 
Carey & Kronick (2013)

"The Affordable Care Act Has Led To Significant Gains In Health
Insurance And Access To Care For Young Adults" 

Health Affairs

Insurance and access to care



US context
v Insurance market:

v Mostly private (individual or collective coverage)
v Partly public (since 1965: Medicare for 65yo+; Medicaid for low income & children)
v Affordable Care Act (aka Obamacare) in 2010

v 52% of the health spending remain private in the US twice the OECD average
(private insurance or out-of-pocket)

v In 2010, 50 millions Americans without health coverage
Among which 10 millions are between 19 to 25 years old (in the transition towards labor market)

v Massive negative externalities



Obamacare – 3 pillars

1. Regulate the individual coverage market
Limit selection and discriminatory practices from insurance companies
(e.g. cannot refuse to provide insurance due to medical history)

2. Disincentivize non-coverage
Financial penalty for those who do not get covered, in order to avoid anti-selection
Low risk individuals are also included in the market, in order to decrease the premia
Revoked in 2019 by Trump’s administration

3. Subsidize coverage and extension of Medicaid
Allow more Americans to benefit from health coverage



The study

v Effect of the first measure of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which 
extends the benefit from the parental insurance to youngster 
between 19 and 25 years old

2 questions:
1. Are there many newly covered and who are they?
2. Does it change access to care?

v Use the discontinuity in the extension (below 26 years old)
Compare 19-25 to 26-34 years old (diff-in-diff)
Heterogeneity in ethnicity, gender, educ., matrimonial status, employment
Data from 2 surveys: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention & US Census Bureau



Results (i)



Results (ii) – heterogeneity by subgroup
Who benefited from the increased coverage?

Rather men

Rather unmarried

Rather healthier
(but not statistically different)



Results (iii) – increased access to care



Limits

v Obviously doubtful comparability of 19-25 vs 26-34 yo
Common trend for health coverage in 5 previous years…
but no info on access to care before the ACA

v Especially because no control variables included!
This could at least account for part of the heterogeneity (although limited by what is in the data)

v What the study doesn’t provide results about
v Are the youth less suffering from “job lock” (insurance tied to hardly quittable job)
v Access to care is not binary (as the questions are) => no result on intensity
v Access to care is not a measure of health status => no result on health as such



Extension generalized in the population
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